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It is not enough to say cricket is beyond sport. It is life itself. It is something spiritual. 
In every gully and in every home. It is in our tissue, entwined with our soul. It is immortal. 

It flows through our veins. It never changes in our hearts. Nor does our support for India’s 
men in blue. 

For Spring/Summer 2011, Nike Sportswear takes inspiration from India’s passion for  
cricket to re-imagine two Nike icons, from footwear the Nike Dunk High and from apparel the  
Nike Sportswear Tee.

Spurred by the new one-day international kit, comes a new colorway of the legendary  
Dunk High. Born on the basketball courts of the USA, the Dunk’s introduction created a  
revolution in color and comfort. 25+ years later it continues to set a direction for style  
embraced in cities all over the world. Only now, in a combination of vibrant blues and pristine 
white, it’s inspired by the true hues of Indian cricket.

Of course, no single point of view can capture the true passion for cricket. For evidence look 
no further than the new series of Nike Sportswear Tees, created in collaboration with some 
of India’s most exciting young artists. 

Inspired by the totems and rituals of the culture, Archan Nair, Gautam Gajbar and the duo 
of Nida Mahmood and Raul Chandra have captured details great and small in their designs. 
Proof positive that like all of India, cricket is in their blood.

North or South, from gullies to stadiums, a billion and more bowlers and batsmen are we. 
Cut us, we bleed blue.
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Archan Nair is an artist and illustrator living and 
working in his home city of Delhi. He splits his 
time between commercial and personal projects, 
working in both classic painting and illustration 
styles, and with digital media. For Nike Sportswear’s  
Spring ’11 and Summer ’11 seasons he has brought 
to life stunning imaginings of cricket’s interior life 
in India. His intricate lines and dreamlike reveries 
made him a natural option for this collaboration.

Hi Archan – tell us more  about what you do.

Archan Nair: I’m a visual artist and art director, been living 
and doing all my life in Delhi. I basically specialize in two 
areas: commercial art, where I have been art directing, 
conceptualizing, and creating art works and illustrations. 
And the second area is where I create my personal art. 
I’ve been exhibiting my works in galleries across the globe. 

And what’s your relationship to sport, and to cricket 
in particular?

You talk about sport, for me sport is 
equal to cricket. I never think of any 
other sport. Since the time we’ve 
been born, since the time we’ve 
been watching television, that was 
the only game we were ever playing.  
And we used to just play cricket anywhere, anytime.  
On top of the house, even in a small room.

So it’s a big part of your life.

I think cricket has always been a religion in India.  
It’s such a diverse country here. With so many religions, 
I think cricket is another religion. Friends, families, 
strangers, they always come together and watch cricket. 
They’re watching as a family, no matter what caste, 
creed, related to each other or not. It just brings one-
ness between each other.

Is that what gives Cricket its roots in India? 

India’s a really raw country. You go into the villages and 
small towns, those are the people who actually make 
India what it is, and it’s the grounded flavors of the 
country, it’s the grounded-ness and the pureness of the 
country, mixed with the man-ness of the sport. The true 
roots of cricket do not just come from the sport itself, it’s 
the people connected with it. It’s the viewers, and it’s the 
entire atmosphere which is created around cricket, which 
actually creates that experience.

How did you end up collaborating with Nike? 

Being an artist, sharing a vision, a common vision, 
with anyone I’m working with on collaboration is the 
most exciting part. I wanted to basically experiment 
a lot. That is how I normally approach my works.  
I thought of not only going in with different styles 
for each work, I thought that it could probably be 
different genres also. One could be conceptual, 
one could be completely abstract, one could be 
more surreal. I wanted to showcase the meaning of  
Be True in different forms of art, and in different styles.

One was based on monsters. So the monster-based 
work was basically small characters … depictions 
of fans who play gully cricket, of Indian players, of 
players wearing Nike jerseys and stuff. Everything 
was done in this cartoonish, character-based form. 

The second one was most ideal and conceptual 
where I wanted to show a normal Indian, guy or 

a girl, who is a true cricket fan, a 
hardcore cricket fan, and when you 
open up his mind what you see 
inside is just pure cricket. So you 
have people playing before a match, 
a team win, memories of players, 
and players actually celebrating, 

that’s his imagination speaking out.

And then I painted Be True by hand, and then I did my 
own mixed media treatment to it where the painting 
was done basically with oil, and then I applied 
watercolors over this when it dried up. Be True as 
typography, but done in an explosive manner, in a 
very bold and strong manner. That one took a lot of 
time because I had to do a very detailed illustration, 
so there are many crazy shapes inside, and you 
discover there are many elements of cricket inside 
of that.

Sounds like fun.

I could just treat it as a personal work you know, 
my own personal artwork, I just treated it like that 
because I had complete freedom and I didn’t have 
to think about anything and I could just go, I could 
just listen to my heart and soul and create what I 
wanted to. I loved it.

THE TRUE ROOTS OF CRICKET DON’T 

JUST COME FROM THE SPORT ITSELF,  

IT’S THE PEOPLE CONNECTED WITH IT

ARCHAN 
NAIR



Gautam Gajbar is an illustrator and designer 
working in Mumbai. After beginning his career in 
advertising he has spent the last several years 
working on freelance projects and building a 
line of designs under the banner Inkspiration. 
For the Nike Sportswear Spring ‘11 and Summer 
‘11 seasons he contributed five cricket-inspired 
designs, highlighting his bold graphic styles and 
his passion for the game. 

Hi Gautam.  So what’s your relation to cricket like?

Gautam Gajbar: In India it grows on you, you are 
born with it. You know, when you’re a small kid you 
will not understand probably what this is, but you 
already connect. As soon as the child starts growing 
he understands this and this 
[hand motions] — so this is four, 
and this is six.

And so what does Be True to 
Cricket mean in your mind?

Nothing fake about it. Everything 
is true. As a sport, when you say 
what’s the true feeling that you get when you try 
to connect with cricket [it’s] being true… It shows 
passion, it shows the obsession that this country has 
with cricket. The fact is that people are now crazy 
about the game, they totally believe in it. It has 
become a part of them. 

Right. How did your collaboration with Nike 
come about?

Honestly speaking, like, first, when I got the mail,  
I thought it was a prank. Because a lot of people like 
my close friends, my closer crew knew that I really 
wanted to work for Nike. I’m a sport fanatic. I’m 
totally into sports. It kind of refreshes you from your 
normal daily routine and gives you that mental break. 
It’s like relieving your stress that you have. Being a 
sportsperson and liking sport you always have these 
emotions and they just come out.

So what were you going for in your designs?

Uh, I really draw my inspiration from people around 
me, the sport itself. Where you know like, you just 
come together for the team, but in fact that team 
[also] comes together. And they play together as 
a unit. It’s just not for those eleven players, but for 

your country. For your country, you bleed in blue. 
Together. As a nation. Where you’re backing your 
eleven players. It gives a very strong and a very 
patriotic feeling towards the country and the game. 
So like one color can represent the whole country. 
And it doesn’t have to be white, green or orange.  
It can be blue.

Cool, and the other ones?

So, the Cricketer one is like a expression where 
you show the whole country that is backing your 
sportsman. The batsman is a collage of the people, 
from India, with different ethnicities. 

The lemon and the chilis … a lot of people see it as 
a superstition where we hang a 
lemon, and three chilis, a bundle  
of chilis, outside our doors, for shoo-
ing away the negative energies, 
keeping always safe. So I replaced all 
the three elements. The lemon was 
replaced by the ball. The chilis were 
replaced by the bats. And it turned 
out to be like, really nice. Where 

you just push aside the superstition and you bring that 
belief. So to me that graphic represents belief. 

And then there’s the broken glass.

Breaking glasses, like of other people’s houses, 
is like a sin. It’s like the baddest thing a child can 
ever do while playing street cricket. You are going 
to get screwed so badly by the neighbor and your 
mother, because you broke the glass. So the whole 
idea was like, if somebody is bothering you, all you 
do is you just play. Play with so much conviction that 
you want to break that window which is high up, like 
maybe the third floor or fourth floor. And you just do 
it and it’s like, she’s got the answer now. It was a very 
strong depiction of revenge and it’s like the attitude 
where you say, “I don’t want to stop.”

THE FACT IS THAT PEOPLE ARE  
NOW CRAZY ABOUT THE GAME,  
THEY TOTALLY BELIEVE IN IT.  

IT HAS BECOME A PART OF THEM.

GAUTAM 
GAJBAR



NIDA MAHMOOD & 
RAUL CHANDRA 

Delhi-based Nida Mahmood and Raul Chandra are 

the principals  who make up New India Bioscope Co. 

Working through the medium of fashion they touch a 

wide range of creative expressions, from art to product 

design, interiors and furniture design to storytelling. For 

the Nike Sportswear Spring ‘11 and Summer ‘11 seasons 

they drew on inspirations from the everyday visual 

language of India, from Bollywood to Goods Carriers to 

evoke India’s passion for Cricket.  Their eye for distilling 

the signifiers of the Indian street is unparalleled, as 

their contributions to the collection attest. 

We should start with your connection to cricket.

Nida Mahmood: I think cricket is synonymous with the word 

Indian. We live, eat, breathe cricket. It is something that’s in 

our blood. It’s not just boys who are 

connected to cricket. For a woman, 

for a girl, you see your cousins, your 

brothers. You get so involved in it, 

it’s just part of life. It’s as intrinsically 

woven in our fabric as that.

What for you guys does Be True to Cricket mean?

Raul Chandra: We grow up with cricket and it never fades 

out, it just keeps growing with you, keeps growing with 

you. This is something that one cannot fake because 

you’ve grown up with cricket. Cricket in India starts 

on the streets, and it doesn’t have any divides. It’s not 

an elitist sport, it’s something that unifies everybody.  

But [in fashion] there’s been nothing there, where you felt 

that, wow, [claps hands] this is  a very Indian cricket type 

of thing.

So when Nike approached you with the project what 

did you think about it?

NM: For me Nike has always been a lot more exciting than 

other sports brands. I’ve always liked the design ideology 

and the subtlety of design as opposed to being too jarring, 

in your face. Just before we met you, we were actually 

contemplating doing a line on cricket.

RC: On gully cricket more so.

NM: More so on gully cricket. Which is why it became that 

much more exciting because we thought., we’re going to 

do what we really want to do and associate with a brand 

that we really, really like. 

Can you talk a little bit about the different designs that 

you did and what the inspirations behind them are?

RC: For example, one thing that we were really excited 

about doing; Bollywood and cricket. They are so intrinsic 

to the Indian collective memory and the culture. So we 

wanted to do a line where we do Bollywood poster art 

and we somehow fuse it with cricket, with street cricket. 

Second we tried to find inspiration from the streets of India. 

There’s a lot of art that happens on trucks. There’s a lot of 

hand painting, there are slogans. And there’s a lot of pride 

associated in truck art. So we saw a really 

cool parallel where there’s a lot of pride 

associated with cricket. There’s a lot of 

pride the way people showcase their 

trucks. Pride for their country.

NM: Our trucks are very elaborately decorated. And like 

he was saying, it’s a medium of expressing their pride in so 

many different ways.

RC: Because on trucks you see the love for India, you 

see the love for cricket. Which was an interesting 

manifestation for us. It has no place on the truck but it 

shows the common man’s love for cricket on the streets.

NM: And it is that canvas that they use to express 

themselves. It’s a canvas, it’s a creative canvas of sorts, so 

we wanted to utilize it from our perspective as well.

CRICKET IS SYNONYMOUS  
WITH THE WORD INDIAN. 



FROM SHIVAJI PARK TO SHADED GULLIES. NORTH OR SOUTH, MORNING OR AFTERNOON, 
UNDER SUNSHINE OR FLOODLIGHT THE GAME IS OUR SHARED PASSION, OUR SHARED EXPERIENCE.

CUT US, WE BLEED BLUE.
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